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What he was worried about now was her back and ankle . “Your back and your ankle…” 

Xu Xiyan just remembered her strained back and twisted ankle, but she had already jumped out and 

picked up the call, it would be awkward if the condition had a “relapsed . ” 

“Eh? It's not hurting anymore!” Xu Xiyan moved her back, wiggled her feet and smiled, “Mr . Huo, it's 

amazing! I took a nap and it's all fine now . ” 

“That's good . ” Huo Yunshen was relieved . 

“Mr . Huo, where are we going now?” Xu Xiyan asked as she looked out of the window and saw a 

sparkling night view of the city . 

“We were supposed to go to the hospital . ” 

“I'm fine now, we don't have to go to the hospital anymore . ” 

“Then let's go home” 

Huo Yunshen instructed the pilot to change route through the intercom, and they flew straight back to 

Shengshi Yujing . 

The helicopter safely landed and everyone got off . Xu Xiyan pushed Huo Yunshen back to the apartment 

. A big truck was parked in front of the apartment, and there were people moving items in and out of No 

. 104 . 

Xu Xiyan asked curiously, “Someone's moving at this time of the night?” 

Huo Yunshen was indifferent, “It may be a new neighbor . ” 

Each level had 4 units, Huo Yunshen stayed in No . 101 and had bought the adjacent No . 102 and No . 

103 for some peace and quiet . 

No . 104, which he hadn't bought, seemed to have someone moving in . 

The occupants of Shengshi Yujing were usually people with certain backgrounds, often either rich or 

powerful . Who would be moving into No . 104? 

Xu Xiyan opened the door to No . 101 and pushed Huo Yunshen in . The room smelled fresh and it felt 

great to be home . 

They closed the door and Huo Yunshen took out a new pair of slippers from the shoe cabinet and placed 

them in front of her . “Jing XI, you'll wear this pair from now on . ” 

“Did you just buy this for me?” Xu Xiyan sounded surprised . The new pair of slippers still had a rabbit 

design, but they were much cuter than the previous ones . 



“Yes . ” Huo Yunshen nodded . Huo Sanyan had ruined Xu Xiyan's rabbit slippers the last time, so he 

bought another pair for her again . They were specially bought for her . 

“They're really suitable and adorable! I like them a lot . Thanks, Mr . Huo!” 

Xu Xiyan tried on the slippers and looked in the mirror . Not only were they fitting, but they looked really 

good as well . 

Looking at Xu Xiyan's smile, Huo Yunshen felt sweeter than if he'd eaten honey . 

Just as Huo Yunshen was closing the shoe cabinet door, Xu Xiyan surprisingly saw a pair of small slippers 

with piggy design . She turned and asked, “Whose slippers are those?” 

“They're for Cherry . She may be able to use them if she comes to my house in future . ” 

Huo Yunshen was extremely considerate, Xu Xiyan could not help but give him a thumbs up . “Mr . Huo, 

you are just too sweet! If Cherry hears that you were thinking about her and even bought slippers for 

her, she will adore you!” 

“Haha…” Huo Yunshen laughed . He wasn't sure why, but upon the thought of Cherry Baby's cute little 

face, he always turned soft and could not help but think of treating her even better . 

Tomorrow will be the fan meetup between Cherry Baby and Tang Yishen's son, Tang Feimo . Sigh! If it 

wasn't for the inconvenience of my wheelchair and the fact that I'm a public figure, I would definitely 

join in . 

On Sunday morning, Xu Xiyan drove to the Jing family mansion to fetch Ying Bao . 

Ying Bao was wearing a red hoodie and there was a pair of cute little ears on the hood . 
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Red really complemented Ying Bao's skin color . She really looked like a cute little cherry wearing red . 

The little girl shook her head with an adorable expression, it was especially cute . 

The reason for wearing a red cartoon hoodie to the fan meetup was a discussion between Candy Prince 

and Ying Bao about ensuring that she would be easily recognizable . 

The venue was at Peijing Theme Park . Xu Xiyan fetched her daughter and drove straight to the theme 

park . 

They agreed to meet at the KFC next to the theme park entrance . Tang Yishen and his wife, Liang Lan, 

were waiting there with their son Tang Feimo . The family of three was keeping a lookout over the 

crowd . 

Tang Feimo wore a red hoodie and black track pants . He had handsome features and looked especially 

dashing . The little one had inherited the merits of his parents and would definitely be very attractive 

when he grew up . 

Amidst the crowd, an adult and a child wearing masks appeared . 



Tang Feimo saw that the little girl was wearing the same red hoodie as he was and immediately 

recognized her . He pointed excitedly, “Dad! Mum! Look! Cherry Baby is here!” 

“Where? Where?” Tang Yishen and Liang Lan looked towards the direction their son pointed and saw a 

lady holding onto a little girl wearing red . 

As they walked nearer, Tang Feimo walked up excitedly, “Hey! Little Cherry! I'm here!” 

Ying Bao was very happy, too, when she saw Tang Feimo . “Feimo! Why are you here?” 

Tang Feimo ran over happily and bent down to look straight into Ying Bao's eyes, “I've been waiting for 

you!” 

Ying Bao saw his red shirt and realized, “Wow! Feimo is Candy Prince?” 

“Yes! That's right!” 

Tang Feimo nodded happily and pat on his chest . He was wearing the cartoon pin on the left side of his 

chest and treated it preciously . 

“Feimo, are you alone?” Ying Bao asked curiously . 

“Nope . I came with my Mum and Dad . They are over there . ” Tang Feimo pointed for Ying Bao . 

Tang Yishen walked over with his wife and greeted Xu Xiyan, “Hi! We are Candy Prince's parents . I'm 

Tang Yishen and this is my wife, Liang Lan . Nice to meet you!” 

Everyone who had watched Cherry Baby's livestreaming was curious as to what Cherry Baby's mum 

looked like . What kind of woman must she be to have such an adorable and smart child? 

Tang Yishen was also curious and asked, “Are you Cherry Baby's mum?” 

Before Xu Xiyan could answer, Ying Bao explained “She's not my mummy . My mummy can't come today 

. ” 

Ying Bao remembered what the adults had told her, not to call Xu Xiyan “Mummy” in public . It would 

not be good for her mummy . The best way to protect her mummy was to say she was not her mummy . 

“Hi, Mr . and Mrs . Tang! Cherry's parents are busy today, so they entrusted me to accompany the 

child,” Xu Xiyan explained . 

The couple expressed their understanding . As Xu Xiyan was wearing a mask, Tang Yishen did not 

recognize her, nor did he recognize her voice . 

Tang Yishen bent down to speak to Ying Bao . “Hi Little Cherry!” 

Ying Bao looked at Tang Yishen, then looked at Liang Lan, and said, “Hi! I'm Cherry Baby! I have been 

curious why Feimo is so good-looking . Now that I've seen handsome uncle and pretty aunt, I believe the 

power of genes!” 

Praising three people with one compliment, her IQ is really high! 
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The little girl's words flattered the two adults and they giggled . Her skills of complimenting others were 

impressive . 

Xu Xiyan was observing the couple, Tang Yishen wore a dark red suit and looked dashing, Liang Lan wore 

a pink dress and looked graceful . The two of them matched . 

She remembered seeing Tang Yishen at Grandpa Huo's birthday party and felt that he really resembled 

her previous boss, Tang Nade . Seeing him within close distance today, they looked even more similar . 

Xu Xiyan could not help but ask . “Pardon me for asking, Mr . Tang . Do you know Mr . Tang Nade?” 

Tang Yishen was stunned, he looked up and at Xu Xiyan . “You are?” 

Xu Xiyan removed her mask to reveal her face briefly before putting it on again . 

Tang Yishen recognized Jing Xi and was surprised . 

Jing Xi? Why would Jing Xi be accompanying Little Cherry? This is suspicious . Should I report this to Huo 

Yunshen? 

But right now, Tang Yishen had to cover up his lies . “Miss Jing Xi! Hi! Of course, I know Tang Nade . He's 

my twin brother . Do you find the two of us similar?” 

“Yeah! I just did not expect that you guys would be twins!” 

Xu Xiyan finally had her questions answered . 

Tang Feimo saw that the adults were chatting . He held onto Ying Bao's hand and said, “Mum, Dad, you 

guys continue chatting . I'm going to go play with Ying Bao . ” 

The seven-year old Tang Feimo was much taller than the four-year old Ying Bao . He acted like a young 

adult and brought Ying Bao to the ticketing entrance . 

“Let's go in, too! We bought tickets for the two of you already . ” 

Tang Yishen passed the tickets to Xu Xiyan and she quickly followed behind the two children . 

Tang Yishen held his wife's hand and walked behind . Liang Lan asked quietly, “Since when did you have 

a twin brother that I did not know of?” 

“I'll explain when we go back . ” 

Tang Yishen chuckled and gave his wife a look of mutual understanding . 

At the same time, he took a photo of the backs of the people in their group and sent it to Huo Yunshen . 

He cheekily added a comment: “Yunshen, I'm currently out with two pretty ladies and one pretty girl . 

Don't disturb me unless necessary . ” 

Tang Yishen bought the full access pass, where they could play and ride all rides for free . Tang Feimo 

acted like a host and walked in front with Ying Bao . He considerately asked Ying Bao what she wanted 

to play with . 



No matter what she said she wanted to play with, he would agree readily and accompany her . 

For rides that required adult accompany, Xu Xiyan would accompany the children . She would sit at the 

bench during rides that the children could ride on their own . 

Xu Xiyan realized Ying Bao seemed to like Tang Feimo a lot and was especially obedient next to Tang 

Feimo . She rarely acted like that . 

Ying Bao was actually a sensitive child . She became unwilling to play with other children after being 

mocked for not having a dad and being illegitimate . 

However, today, she did not reject Tang Feimo . She even happily played with with him . It was such a 

miracle! 

At Shengshi Yujing, Huo Yunshen received the photo Tang Yishen sent . When he recognized Xu Xiyan in 

the photo, he got fidgety . 

Especially when Tang Yishen daringly added a message: “Yunshen, I'm currently out with two pretty 

ladies and one pretty girl . Don't disturb me unless necessary . ” 

Humph! I'm not going to disturb you! I'm going to bash you up! 
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Huo Yunshen couldn't help but curse at Tang Yitan . 

Seriously, that guy! It's already unforgivable that he went out with Ying Bao and did not invite me . And 

now my lady is with him? How dare he try to make fun of me! 

Huo Yunshen quickly grabbed his stuff and went to the door, determined to call off his friendship with 

Tang Yitan . 

But just as he flung the door open, he was almost scared to death by a person standing in front of it . 

The person was covered in charcoal and had an afro on her head . 

What the hell? Ghost in bright daylight? 

“Oh, my good little brother!” Huo Sanyan stood in front of him and cried . “You have to help me out!” 

“What's wrong?” Huo Yunshen replied with a look of disdain on his face . 

What's with the timing? Could you not show up when I'm about to leave? 

Don't you know my time is very important? 

Don't you care that my future just might be ruined? 

“You have to teach me how to cook!” Huo Sanyan sobbed . “I've tried so hard and even bought a dozen 

recipes . But no matter how hard I try, I can't make anything . Look at me, I almost burnt myself up!” 

“Duh!” Huo Yunshen scolded . “You're only born to eat, not to cook . ” 



Oh, and you still haven't paid me back for what you did to my kitchen last time! 

“You're right, I'm only good at eating and tasting foods!” Huo Sanyan agreed . “Asking me to cook is like 

asking me to take a leap off a 10-story building . ” 

“Then why are you even trying?” Huo Yunshen asked . How he wished his sister would leave him alone 

so that he could go and find Xu Xiyan . 

“I have to!” Huo Sanyan said . “I boasted in front of Mr . Ye last time that I know how to cook, I'll have to 

learn how to do it . If he doesn't like me because a pretty and talented woman like me doesn't know 

how to cook, then I'm doomed!” 

All of this for Ye Xun? 

Since when did you become a pretty and talented woman? 

And what's with the “Mr . Ye?” 

Since when did he fall in love with you? 

He never even loved you once! 

Don't be a narcissist! 

“If you want to learn how to cook, I can recommend a place where you can learn,” Huo Yunshen said . 

“What place?” 

“A…new…place,” Huo Yunshen said with a pause between each word . 

“Hurry up and get packed, I'll take you there,” Huo Yunshen said, noticing that Huo Sanyan was spacing 

out . “They even offer accommodations . You'll definitely be able to master how to cook . ” 

It was as if Huo Sanyan had woken up from a dream as she grabbed Huo Yunshen's wheelchair . 

“No, no, no!” Huo Sanyan shouted . “I'm not going there! If my friends learned that I went to some 

cooking school, they'd definitely laugh at me! I'm not going!” 

“Then what do you want?” Huo Yunshen asked with a sigh . 
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“My good little brother!” Huo Sanyan cried as she fell to the ground and begged . “You have to teach me 

how to cook! I can be your disciple! I don't need you to teach me everything, just a few dishes would be 

enough! Please!” 

“…” Huo Yunshen's face was as dark as it could get . 

Look at her! She's like a high school girl all over again! I'll have to teach her a lesson! 

“Sis, I have to tell you something,” Huo Yunshen said . 

“I'm listening!” Huo Sanyan replied . 



“Ye Xun would never fall for someone like you, you better not waste your time on him . ” 

“What? Why?” Huo Sanyan asked as she stood up in panic . “Why wouldn't he like me? What kind of girl 

does he like then?” 

“She has to be pretty, generous, have a good temper, be straightforward, loyal to others,” Huo Yunshen 

said while he thought of Xu Xiyan . “Oh, and she has to know music and be skilled in the culinary arts, 

too . ” 

Huo Yunshen thought that after he'd stated all the good about Xu Xiyan, his sister would know the 

difference and give up . 

“That's totally me, right?” Huo Sanyan replied as her eyes shone . 

“You?” Huo Yunshen replied as he looked at Huo Sanyan from top to bottom and wondered where she'd 

gotten her confidence from . 

“Yup,” Huo Sanyan nodded . “Look at me, pretty and talented . I've never even bitten back when you've 

scolded me, and I'm generous with my cards too . I've never ever believed any scandals about you, 

which means I'm loyal . I can whistle better than you . But with cooking…” 

Huo Sanyan stopped for a moment and scratched her chin . 

“As long as you could teach me, then I would be good at it right?” Huo Sanyan continued . “Come on, 

teach me . My future depends on it!” 

“…” Huo Yunshen couldn't help but slap his forehead . 

What crime did I commit in my past life to get such a sister? 

“Please! You have to help me!” Huo Sanyan begged as she dropped to the ground again and hugged Huo 

Yunshen's legs . “If you don't' then I'll stay at your door until you're willing to teach me!” 

With how Huo Sanyan was acting, there was no way for Huo Yunshen to leave his home that day . 

“All right,” Huo Yunshen sighed and turned towards his room . “I'll go get a blanket for you . ” 

Wait, I was just joking about the last part, is he serious? 

Is he really getting me a blanket? 

The hell? Is he really my brother? 

Ying Bao and Tang Feimo were having fun at the theme park . All five of them went to have lunch at the 

KFC in the park . 

They continued to play until three in the evening, when Xu Xiyan said they had to leave . 

“Xi Baby, can we play a little longer?” Ying Bao asked, as she still wanted to stay . 

“No, we have to go,” Xu Xiyan said as she shook her head . 

“All right then…” Ying Bai said and turned to look at Tang Feimo . 



“Aunty Jing Xi,” Tang Feimo called out as he struggled free of his mother's hand . “Can I still play with 

Ying Bao in the future?” 
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“Of course you can,” Xu Xiyan said while rubbing Tang Feimo's head . “We'll find some time and get 

together, okay?” 

“Okay,” Tang Feimo nodded happily, as he couldn't wait for the next time he could meet Ying Bao . 

Xu Xiyan explained the situation to Tang Yitan and his wife . 

“Come on, say goodbye to them,” Xu Xiyan said to Ying Bao while holding her hand . 

“Goodbye, Handsome Uncle and Pretty Aunty, and you too, my little prince,” Ying Bao said while waving 

her hands . They began walking away . 

Yet after they'd walked for a few steps, Ying Bao struggled free of her mother's hand and ran to Tang 

Feimo's side . She lifted herself higher and landed a kiss on Tang Feimo's cheek . 

It was a resounding kiss that even the adults could hear . 

The little girl ran back to her mother's side before Tang Feimo could even react . 

Tang Feimo almost fainted from happiness after he got the kiss . He had been too immersed in playing 

with Ying Bao and had forgotten about their promise . 

He'd never expected Ying Bao to keep her promise and give him a kiss before she left . 

Oh yeah! Looks like I'll have to stop washing my face for a month! 

Tang Feimo sent Ying Bao and Xu Xiyan off with his eyes until he couldn't see them anymore . He turned 

depressed in an instant and had no interest in playing any games . 

“I've never felt this bored before,” Tang Feimo sighed . “I've only realized that being alone is so boring 

now that Ying Bao has left…” 

Tang Yitan and Liang Lan heard their son's sigh and looked at each other in awe . 

Did we just hear those words coming from a kid's mouth? 

It really sounds like it came from someone who's deeply in love… 

“Hey, Lanlan,” Tang Yitan called out to his wife as he suddenly thought of something . “Don't you think 

that Cherry Baby looks a little like Yunshen?” 

“More than a little,” Liang Lan replied . “I really thought that she was Yunshen's kid when I first saw her . 

They have the same dimples when they smile, it's like looking at a picture of him!” 

Liang Lan had wanted to ask Tang Yitan ages ago but didn't know how to begin . Now that her husband 

had started the topic, she didn't hold in her astonishment any longer . 



“Yeah, even Yunshen was surprised when he first saw her livestream, too,” Tang Yitan said, grabbing his 

wife's shoulders . “It would be good if he had a daughter like her, at least he wouldn't have to worry 

about getting an heir . ” 

“He really has it rough, huh?” Liang Lan sighed . 

“Things don't look good for him at the company because of his condition,” Tang Yitan said with a 

worried face, as he knew much about the internal affairs as the head legal advisor for Yunhai 

Entertainment . “A bunch of shareholders are trying to make Huo Jingtang the next CEO . ” 

As a spectator, Tang Yitan had already seen the thirst for power in Huo Jingtang's eyes . He was worried 

about what Huo Jingtang would do to Huo Yunshen to achieve the power that he desired . 

“What kind of people are they? How dare they push him to the side because of his legs?” Liang Lan 

scolded . “When that time comes, you better help Yunshen out . ” 

“I know,” Tang Yitan replied . He didn't need Liang Lan's reminder to know what he should do . He and 

Huo Yunshen had been friends since they were small, and he would even risk his own life to save Huo 

Yunshen . 

Even when Huo Jingtan had tried to get Tang Yitan on his side, he'd never yielded . 
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The little cutie sat in her seat without moving on their way back home, as she was tired from playing the 

whole day . 

“Did you have fun today?” Xu Xiyan asked as she looked at the little girl in her rear mirror . 

“Yup!” Ying Bao replied with her cute voice . 

“Do you like playing with Feimo?” 

“Yes, he's really good to me,” Ying Bao nodded . “He did not make fun of me for having no father . I like 

playing with him . ” 

“How about Uncle Dimple? Do you want to go and see him?” Xu Xiyan asked, as she suddenly linked Huo 

Yunshen to the word “father . ” 

“Yes!” Ying Bao replied enthusiastically as soon as she heard that she could go and play with Huo 

Yunshen . “I want to go! He's the greatest uncle in the world!” 

“Then, how about we go to his house now?” Xu Xiyan said, as she also wanted to go see him but 

couldn't find any reason to . “Uncle Dimple has bought a pair of cute little slippers for you . ” 

“Really?” Ying Bao said . “Let's go then, Xi Baby!” 

“Okay, sit tight then . ” Xu Xiyan smiled and cheered in her heart . 

Oh yeah! I can always use Ying Bao to get to meet with my prince charming! I'm so smart! 



They arrived back at Shengshi Yujing around four in the evening . 

Just as they were about to get out of the car, Xu Xiyan got a call from the set . 

“Xi Baby, I'll go first!” Ying Bao said as she jumped out of the car . “I remember how to get to Uncle 

Dimple's house . ” 

“Okay,” Xu Xiyan said . “Remember, it's Room 101 . ” 

“I remember, Uncle Dimple lives beside you . ” 

Ying Bao closed the door and ran into the building . 

Xu Xiyan saw Ying Bao off and picked up her call . 

The neighborhood they were in could only be afforded by people loaded with money, the security was 

as tight as it could be . Xu Xiyan wasn't worried to let Ying Bao go alone . 

The little girl ran up to Room 101 and tried to push the bell . Yet she wasn't tall enough to reach it and 

could only knock on the door . 

After a few seconds, the door opened, and a person came out . 

“Uncle Dimple!” Ying Bao greeted without looking at who it was . 

Huo Sanyan opened the door and couldn't find anyone standing outside until she heard someone 

shouting from below . She lowered her head, and there stood a little girl . 

The little girl was wearing a red shirt that covered her pale white skin . Her face was round with big eyes 

. The little girl was cute enough to melt anyone's heart . 

Huo Sanyan noticed that the girl had dimples almost as if they were the same as Huo Yunshen's . 

“Little one, who are you?' Huo Sanyan asked in surprise . 

Ying Bao originally wanted to give Huo Yunshen a surprise…she had not expected a beautiful woman to 

open the door . 

Since Ying Bao was more mature than kids that were around her age, she thought the woman was Huo 

Yunshen's girlfriend . 

Uncle Dimple told me that he doesn't have a girlfriend, then who is this woman? Uncle Dimple is a liar! 

The smile on the little girl's face disappeared, and she lowered her face . 

“And who are you?” Ying Bao asked . 

Ying Bao had always wanted her mother to be together with Huo Yunshen . In her eyes, Huo Sanyan was 

her mother's rival . 
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Ying Bao even saw Huo Sanyan as her enemy, and there was no way that she was going to treat her 

enemies as friends . 



Yet, Huo Sanyan was deeply interested in the little girl, as she was curious about her identity . 

“Come, let me see you clearly,” Huo Sanyan said as she opened her arms and tried to hug Ying Bao . 

“No!” Ying Bao said, taking a few steps back . “You're a bad guy!” 

Ying Bao turned and ran away . 

“Who's out there?” Huo Yunshen suddenly shouted . “Who are you talking to?” 

The little girl was already in the wind as Huo Sanyan still looked out at the hallway wondering if she was 

an illusion or not . 

“There's a kid who knocked on the door,” Huo Sanyan replied . “I think she got the wrong house . ” 

“What did the kid look like?” Huo Yunshen asked as he wheeled himself into the living room . 

“About as tall as a chair,” Huo Sanyan described . “She was wearing a red shirt, and her face was round 

and plump . Oh! She has dimples like yours too!” 

Huo Yunshen instantly thought of Ying Bao after listening to his sister's description . 

She must've left after she couldn't find me . 

Huo Yunshen quickly rushed past Huo Sanyan and opened the door, but the little girl was already long 

gone . 

“Why didn't you ask her to stay?” Huo Yunshen asked angrily . 

“I did!” Huo Sanyan protested . “But she called me a bad guy and left . ” 

“You must've scared her!” Huo Yunshen scolded . He was really angry . Huo Sanyan had seriously 

interrupted his life . 

He couldn't help but worry how depressing it was for the little girl to come to his house happily only to 

leave in disappointment . 

“I didn't!” Huo Sanyan said, acting innocent . 

“Yeah, right!” Huo Yunshen said . “Your face could even scare away ghosts! Please don't come to my 

house anymore . ” 

Huo Yunshen was furious . Huo Sanyan had barged into his home begging him to teach her cook . And 

yet after hours of teaching and cooking, Huo Sanyan hadn't even learned anything other than how to fill 

her stomach . 

She couldn't even open the door for a little kid properly! 

“Come on, little brother, you'll hurt my heart if you say it like that,” Huo Sanyan said with a smile on her 

face . “But that little girl has the same dimples as you . I wouldn't even think twice if you told me that 

she was your daughter . ” 

“…” Huo Yunshen did not reply to her . 



“Come on, spit it out, is she your illegitimate daughter or something?” Huo Sanyan asked . 

“Enough!” Huo Yunshen shouted . “So what if we have the same dimples? Does that make her my 

daughter? Do you know how many people with dimples are out there? Are they related to me too? Can 

you think before you speak?” 

Huo Yunshen was breathing heavily, and his eyes were red after scolding his sister . 

Huo Sanyan was intimidated by her brother . She'd never thought that her easy-going brother would 

ever get that angry . 

I was just joking… Man, that's scary, I better leave! 
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“Come on, little brother, don't get angry,” Huo Sanyan said as she picked up her bag . “I have a date I 

have to get to, you'll have to teach me to cook some other time, bye . ” 

Like hell, there'll be another time! 

“You better not come again!” Huo Yunshen shouted and threw his slipper towards Huo Sanyan . 

Huo Sanyan quickly closed the door to block the shoe . 

“You shouldn't throw stuff like that,” Huo Sanyan said, opening the door a little . “Even if you can't hit 

me with that, you might hit the plants you have here . ” 

“Leave!” Huo Yunshen shouted, and this time, he threw a huge pillow at her . 

Huo Sanyan quickly left, and Huo Yunshen finally could get some peace . 

After he'd calmed down, he began to worry about the little girl . 

Is she still with Jing Xi and Fang Xiaocheng? 

Xu Xiyan finished her call and was about to get out of the car when she saw Ying Bao running out from 

the building . 

The little girl ran straight into her mother's hug and kept crying . 

“What's wrong? Why are you crying?” Xu Xiyan asked . 

Yet the little girl just kept crying as she wiped her tears with her hands . 

“Are you crying because Uncle Dimple is not at home and you don't get to see him?” Xu Xiyan asked 

while wiping the tears off her daughter's face with a tissue . 

Ying Bao nodded, then quickly shook her head . 

“Okay, don't cry, my little girl,” Xu Xiyan said as she hugged Ying Bao and patted her head . “We'll come 

again when he's home, okay?” 

“Mummy,” Ying Bao finally spoke after a few minutes . “Let's leave . ” 



Ying Bao would only call Xu Xiyan mummy when they were in private or when she was really hurt . 

The last time she'd called Xu Xiyan that was when she was bullied by a bunch of kids . 

Xu Xiyan couldn't help but feel hurt when she heard her daughter call her that . 

“All right, get in the back,” Xu Xiyan said with a pain in her chest . “I'll take you back to great grandpa's 

house . ” 

Ying Bao went into the back seat, and Xu Xiyan helped her to put on her seatbelt . 

On the way back, Xu Xiyan kept checking the rearview mirror while Ying Bao looked out the window with 

her eyes reddened from crying . 

“Can you tell me what happened?” Xu Xiyan asked in a soft voice . 

“I thought Uncle Dimple was different than other men,” Ying Bao said . “But he's no different from them 

. They are all the same, they are all liars…” 

Xu Xiyan couldn't help but hit the brakes, surprised by what came out from her daughter's mouth . 

“Why? Did Uncle Dimple lie to you?” Xu Xiyan said after she turned to face Ying Bao . 

“He said that he doesn't have a girlfriend, but I just saw another girl in his house, he's lying to me,” Ying 

Bao frowned as she crossed her arms . “Xi Baby, you better leave him, Don't fall for his tricks . ” 

What was that? 

Huo Yunshen has a girlfriend? 

And Ying Bao just saw them together? 
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“I thought he was the best man in the world…” Ying Bao continued . “I've even thought of him being my 

daddy… But now, I think he's the worst! Even Uncle Leaf is better than him, even if he's childish . At least 

he's good to me and Xi Baby . Maybe I should just give Uncle Leaf another chance . ” 

Uncle Leaf was the nickname that Ying Bao gave to the real Ye Xun . 

Please, please, please, please, please don't, you don't choose your daddy like that . 

Yet in the midst of her screaming to herself, Xu Xiyan suddenly thought of something . 

Wait, if Ying Bao saw a woman in Huo Yunshen's house, it could only be his weird sister, right? Ying Bao 

must've mistaken her for his girlfriend . 

“I think you've mistaken something,” Xu Xiyan said, as she felt like she had to explain the situation . 

“Uncle Dimple is really a good person, and he doesn't have a girlfriend, I can swear on that . As for Uncle 

Leaf, I think you should give up on him, I'll never fall in love with him . ” 



“Is it true that Uncle Dimple doesn't have a girlfriend?” Ying Bao asked in suspicion . “But I saw a woman 

in his house . ” 

“Is that woman tall, with big round eyes and very pretty?” Xu Xiyan asked . 

“Yup!” 

“I know her!' Xu Xiyan laughed . “She's Uncle Dimple's sister, I've met her before . It's all a mistake!” 

Xi Xiyan quickly took out her phone and showed Ying Bao a picture that she took at the Huo mansion to 

convince Ying Bao . 

“Is this the woman?” Xu Xiyan asked as she pointed to Huo Sanyan . 

“Yes…” Ying Bao nodded . 

“Yup, that's his third sister all right,” Xu Xiyan said . She began pointing to other people in the picture . 

“This is Uncle Dimple's eldest sister and this one is his second eldest sister . He has a total of three 

sisters . ” 

Ying Bao finally believed her mother and the sadness in her heart was instantly cleared up . She regained 

her pure and cute expressions and pointed at other people in the photo . 

“And who is this person? And this one too?” she asked . 

“This is Uncle Dimple's father, and this is his mother,” Xu Xiyan introduced them to Ying Bao . “And this 

old man here is his grandfather . ” 

“Wow!” Ying Bao exclaimed . “Uncle Dimple's family is really huge! He must've been very happy to have 

so many sisters by his side!” 

“Actually, he's not,” Xu Xiyan said . 

“Why's that?” 

“Because he's in the wheelchair and he can't walk,” Xu Xiyan said . “Everyone is making fun of him, 

saying that he's crippled and that he can't find a girlfriend . And now you thought he did something he 

didn't do, there's no way he could be happy, right?” 

“I've done something bad to Uncle Dimple, haven't I?” Ying Bao pouted . “Xi Baby, let's go back to Uncle 

Dimple's house . I want him to be happy!” 

“Okay!” 

Xu Xiyan turned the car around and drove back to Shengshi Yujing . 

When they arrived back at the luxurious building, Xu Xiyan did not let Ying Bao out first and instead sent 

a message to Huo Yunshen asking whether he was home or not . 

 


